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Recently I had the privilege of providing remarks at the 2018 convening of the Rockefeller Foundation’s 

YieldWise Initiative3 in Nairobi. The topic I was assigned was to assess progress that’s been made in 

reducing post-harvest loss (PHL) levels in developing countries. 

Over the last four decades, I’ve devoted considerable attention and effort to advancing the efficiency of 

agricultural and food supply chains throughout the world. In the last five years, post-harvest loss 

reduction has been a particular interest.  During that time, I’ve been excited and encouraged by the 

strong potential for PHL reduction to simultaneously increase incomes of small-hold farmers, enhance 

food security and reduce the environmental impacts of agriculture. Further, one cannot help but be 

impressed by the diligent efforts of countless individuals and organizations doing the hard work to 

address this problem in the field, especially with small-hold farmers in developing countries. 

Yet, while elements of progress have been achieved over the last few years, the current status might 

best be described by the oft-used description of a “glass half-full”.  While somewhat trite, that metaphor 

can be useful if we remember that it refers to a comparison between conditions where the glass could 

be empty or where the glass could be completely full (as depicted in the figure below). 
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As a societal issue, an empty glass is a reasonably accurate depiction of the food loss and waste topic 

just a short time ago. WRI and the Champions 12.3 group recently quantified the media hits referring to 

post-harvest loss or food waste in all English language media over the last decade. As shown in the 

graph below, only 10 years ago media mentions of food loss or waste were negligible, particularly in 

comparison to the five-fold increase in media mentions in recent years. And the rate of increase has 

been more pronounced during the latter portion of this period. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Of course media mentions, by themselves, don’t keep a tomato from being crushed during transport or 

keep inadequately stored maize from being attacked by insects. However, as a societal issue that likely 

requires public and private attention to enact effective responses, awareness raising is indeed 

important. And good progress has been made. 

Relative to post-harvest loss and food waste, media awareness has contributed to considerable policy 

dialogue and setting of ambitious and needed targets. Two noteworthy actions were articulated in 

Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) 12.3 in 2015 and the Malabo Declaration in 2014. SDG 12.3 calls 

for halving, by 2030, both food waste levels at consumer and retail levels and post-harvest loss at 

production and food chain levels. The African Union’s commitment through the Malabo Declaration is to 

halve current post-harvest loss levels by 2025. While such multi-lateral commitments are impressive, 

action of individual nations is necessary to drive and support local action. In that regard, recent analysis 

indicates significant progress has been made in terms of commitments from national governments and 

from multinational food companies4.  

A further aspect of progress relates to the considerable and growing knowledge base regarding the 

technologies that can effectively reduce loss. For staple crops, technologies which markedly reduce loss 

have been shown to deliver economic value and to be “low tech” in terms of application. For 

perishables, simple practices such as using plastic crates to protect the product during transport have 

been shown to be quite effective in certain settings. In other circumstances, the need to cool the 

product during storage increases the difficulty of implementation as the technology is somewhat more 

complex. These challenges, however, are not insurmountable and rapid advances in small-scale solar 
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power sources have the potential to overcome the deficiencies of existing sources of electricity in rural 

areas. 

While these important elements of progress have been achieved and continue, the post-harvest loss 

reduction “glass” remains half-full. That shifts are attention to the “full glass”, the right-most glass in the 

figure above. In this context, a full glass would start with testing and tailoring of appropriate 

technologies in specific commodity and geographic settings. A second step would be documentation of 

net economic benefits. But the full glass would only be achieved when the adoption of those 

technologies comes to scale in those, and similar, settings.  

Unfortunately, that full glass scenario is not the norm in the context of post-harvest loss reduction. Too 

often, success in pilot projects focused on post-harvest loss reduction is claimed when the target 

technology is shown to reduce loss in the field. It should be noted that this result is important and is not 

easy to achieve in actual small-hold farmer settings. However, such results, while necessary, are not 

sufficient to achieve the full glass status of sustained, scaled adoption.  

As discussed elsewhere5, prior research indicates interventions to reduce loss can achieve the full glass 

status. However, to do so, the goal of the intervention has to extend beyond technical effectiveness. 

Instead, for full glass success, an effective supply chain needs to be implanted which provides necessary 

support to the small hold farmers and supply chain managers. Scaled adoption then can result as natural 

forces inherent in a market-oriented supply chain drive expansion and improvement of the capabilities 

available to reduce post-harvest loss. 
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